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Transatlantic Sketches (1875) ~~ur~?ur?ul~o~l~m~~n~r

;a3 &.I7

The American (1877)

Daisy Miller  (1878)

Washingtm  Square (1883)

The Pol-tzait  of a IaQ (1881)

The Eostoniam  (1886)

The Ptincess  Casanassixa  (1886)

The Tragic Muse (lE?3)
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A Passionate PilqriQ  (1871)

The Amrica?  (lQ7)

The Ik-opezxs  (Ima)-

The Fortraif:  of a Lx& (lW6)--m

Daisy KiLer  (1879)

The Spoils of Fopton  (1697)

!Chat  Yaisie  Knew  (1SV)

The A-&~rard  &e (le-39)

The !Xngs  of the Dove (l?O2)

The Anbassadors  (1903)

The Golc'en  Eowl  (1904)
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"THE REAL THING"

(18931

redL  thing) f@WlU  (substitute)



iid t”tlr;m~il6~cilnl7~9I ‘It-i  li ;u
(Xr.and  Mrs.Nonarch) (Kiss Chum)
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(I...  The gentleman, a man of fifty, very high and very

straight, with a moustache slightly grizzled and a dark grey walking-

coat admirably fitted . ..I* (p. 111.7)

'IShe  was as tall and straight, in her degree, as her companion,

and with ten years less to carry . . . she was slim and stiff, and so

well - dressed, in dark blue cloth, . . . (p. 1117)

II...  We thought that if you ever have to, do people like us,

we might be something like it. She, particulary  - for a lady in a

book, you know." (p. 1118)

'The artistic adviser of the house for which I was working

was of opinion that many of my illustrations were not what had been

looked for. Most  of these illustrations were the subjects in which

the Pionarchs had figured." (p. 1128)
- . -_--.-..._.I--  . . . - -" ".._ ._......  _ ,".. -_ --_ -.--
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%he sat with great‘intensity, giving the whole of her mind

to it, and was capable of remaining for an hour almost as motionless

as if she were before a photographer's lens. I could see she had

been photographed often, but somehow the very habit that made her

good for that purpose unfitted her for mine." (p. 1123)

ItThe  case was worse with the Eajor  - nothing I could do

would keep him down, so that he became useful only for the represen-

tation of brawny giants." (p. 1123)

'11 requested her to get ready as quickly as possible, and

she passed into the room in which she always changed her dress. But

before going out she asked me what she was to get into this time.

"It's the Russian princess, don't you know? "1 answered,"

the one with the #golden  eyes,' in black velvet, for the long

thing in the Cheapside,.,v She fell into position, settled

herself into a tall attitude, gave a certain backward inclination
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to her head  and a certain  forward  droop  to her fan, and looked  at

least  to my prejudiced  sense,  distinguished  and charming,  foreign

and dangerous.l*

"1 could  feel  how, even  in a dull  house  they  could  have

been  counted  upon  for cheerfulness.  At present  something  had

happened  - it didn't  matter  what,  wheir  little  income  had grown

less,  it had grown  least  - and they  had to do something  forpocket  -

money. Their  friends  liked  them,  but didn't  like to support  them.11

(p.  1120)
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THE'REALTHING

(1893)

III

It was for the elucidation of a mystery in one of thesee

works that I first tried 14rs24onarch. Her husband came with her,

to be useful if necessary - it was sufficiently clear that as a

general thing he would prefer to come with her. At first I wondered

if this were for "propriety's"  sake - if he were going to be jealous

and meddling. The idea was too tiresome, and if it had been confirmed

it would speedily have brought our acquaintance to a close. But I

soon saw there was nothing in it and that if he accompanied Mrs.

Monarch it was (in addition to the chance of being wanted), simply

because he had nothing else to do. When she was away from him his

occupation was gone - she never had been away from him. I judged,

rightly, that in their awkward situation their close union was

their main coJmfort  and that this union had no weak spot. It was a

real marriage, an encouragement to the hesitating, a nut for

pessimists to crack. Their address was humble (I remember after-

wards thinking it had been the only thing about them that was really

professional), and I could fancy the lanentable  lodgings in which

the Major would have been left alone. He could bear them with his

wife - he couldn't bear them without her.
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He had too much tact to try and make himself agreeable when

he couldn't be useful; so he simply sat and waited, when I was too

absorbed in my work to talk. But I liked to make him talk - it

made my work, when it didn't interrupt it, less sordid, less

special. To listen to him was to combine the excitement of going

out with the economy of staying at home. There was only one hin-

drance: that I seemed not to know any of the people he and his wife

had known. I think he wondered extremely, during the term of our

intercourse, whom the deuce I did know. He hadn't a stray sixpence

of an idea to fumble  for; so we didn't spin it very fine - we con-

fined ourselves to questions of leather and evenof  liquor (saddlers

and breeches-makers and how to get good claret cheap), and matters

like "good trains"  and the habits of small game. His lore on these

last subjects was astonishing, he managed to interweave the station-

master with the ornithologist. When he couldn't talk about greater

things he could talk cheerfully about smaller, and since I couldn't

accompany him into reminiscences of the fashionable world he could

lower the conversation without a visible effort to my level.

So earnest a desire to please was touching in a man who could

so easily have knocked one down. He looked after the fire and had an

opinion on the draught of the stove, without ~qy asking him, and I

could see that he thought many of my arrangements not half clever
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enough. I remember telling him that if I were only rich I would

offer him a salary to come and teach me how to live. Jometimes  he

gave a random sigh, of which the essence was: "Give me even such a

bare old barrack as this, and I'd do something with it!" %hen  I wanted

to use him he came alone; which was an illustration of the superior

courage of women. his wife could bear her solitary second floor, and

she was in general more discreet; showing by various small reserves

that she was alive to the propriety of keeping our relations markedly

professional - not letting them slide into sociability. bhe wished

it to remain clear that she and the >iajor were employed, not culti-

vated, and if she approved of me as a superior, who could be kept in

his place, she never thought me quite good enough for an equal.

she sat with great intensity, giving the whole of her mind

to it, and was capable of remaining for an hour almost as motionless

as if she were before a photographer's lens. I could see she had

been photographed often, but somehow the very habit that made her

good for that purpose unfitted her for mine. At first I was extremely

pleased with her lady-like air, and it was a satisfaction, on coming

to follow her lines, to see how good they were and how far they could

lead the pencil. But after a few times I began to find her too

insurmountably stiff; do what I would with it my drawing looked like

a photograph or a copy of a photograph. her figure had no variety

of expression - she herself had no sense of variety. you may say

that this was my business, was only a question of placing her. I

placed her in every conceivable position, but she managed to obliterate
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their differences. jhe was always a lady certainly, and into the

bargain was always the same lady. (She was the real thing, but

always the same thing. There were moments when I was oppressed by

the serenity of her confidence that she was the real thing. Al1

her dealings with me and all her husbandIs  were an implication that

this was lucky for me. Meanwhile I found myself trying to invent

types that approached her own, instead of making her own transform

itself - in the clever way that was not impossible, for instance,

to poor hiss churm. Arrange as I would and take the precautions I

would, she always, in my pictures, came out to tall - landing me in

the dilemma of having represented a fascinating woman as seven feet

high, which, out of respect perhaps to my own very much scantier

inches, was far from my idea of such a personage.

The case was worse with the Major - nothing I could do would

keep him down, so that he became useful only for the representation

of brawny giants. I adored variety and range, I cherished human

accidents, the illustrative note; I wanted to characterise  closely,

and the thing in the world I most hated was the danger of being

ridden by a type. I had quarrelled with some of my friends about it -

I had parted company with them for maintaining that one had to be,

and that if the type was beautiful (witness Raphael and Leonardo),

the servitude was only a gain. I was neither Leonardo nor Raphael;

I might only be a presumptuous young modern searcher, but I held

that everything was to be sacrificed sooner than character. When

they averred that the haunting type in question could easily be
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character, I retorted, perhaps superficially: Whose?'t  It couldn't

be everybody's - it might end in being nobody's.

After I had drawn Mrs.:!onarch  a dozen times I perceived

more clearly than before that the value of such a model as Xiss

Churn  resided precisely in the fact that she had no positive stamp,

combined of course with the other fact that what she did have was

a curious and inexplicable talent for imitation. Her usual appea-

rance was like a curtain which she could draw up at request for a

capital performance. This performance was simply suggestive; but

it was a word to the sise - it was vivid and pretty. Sometimes,

even, I thought it, though she was plain herself, too insipidly

pretty; I made it a reproach to her that the figures drawn from her

were monotonously (bctement,  as we used to say) graceful.. Eothing

made her more angry: it was so much her pride to feel that she could

sit for characters that had nothing in common with each other. She

would accuse me at such moments of taking away her ~lreputytion.ll

It suffered a certain shrinkage, this queer quantitj;,  from

the repeated visits of my new friends. Miss Churn  was greatly in

demand, never in want of employment, so I had no scruple in putting

her off occasionally, to try them more at my ease. It was certainly

amusing at first to do the real thing - it was arnusing  to do XaJor

Xonarch's  trousers. They were tl-le  real thing, even if he did come

out colossal. It was amusing to do his wife's back hair (it was so

mathematically neat,) and the particular t1smart1t  tension of her

tight stays. She lent herself especially to positions in which

the face was somewhat averted or blurred; she abounded in ladylike


